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Have you tried to run a small business? How will you start your business? What kind of business do you want to build? Do you have plans for it?

There are so many questions and preparations that need to be considered in putting up and running a small business. That is why other people were afraid to enter the business world. But if you think it wisely, you are part of the business…yes you are… you are the consumer!

There are so many books that offer tips and techniques before running a business, but some of it are complicated. In dealing with entrepreneurship or in business you must keep in mind the following:

1. Is it In? - Are the products/services you want to offer are in need? This must be in a long term need or in perpetual needs, like food, clothing, and other necessities. So that it will be established for a long time.

2. Did I Enjoy? - Are you happy with your business or employees? To make a serious handling in terms of managing a business, you must have a heart on it. Thus, it will makes your business/work lighter and smoother.

3. Do I have New things? - Think of a something that is new to you and to someone else because it motivates you to think bright and new ideas about your business.

4. Did I Jot down? - Records all the profit, charity work, expenditures and the like for references so that you can monitor its earnings, lost and statistical rate of your business.

5. Did I Observe?- Be vigilant in the situations to your business and also on what’s happening outside coz it will makes you ready for the instances that might happen. And think for possible solutions and actions.

6. Are you consulting Your Plan? - Take a look back to your plan, is everything works under your plan? If yes, then continue… if not, do the second plan… that’s simple.

Seek also the help of God in enjoying your business. Now are you ready to face the new challenge? Of course, with confidence and equipped knowledge and a heart. So what are you waiting for…invest and be blessed. Remember I-ENJOY!
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